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Abstract The rule of insolvency is one of the most documentary exhibites of sharia
legislator and lawgiver in Iran which has a considerable theoretical and applicable
behalf among juratory rules especially in present complicated industrial arena. The
purpose of insolvency that the person in excess of debt exceptions, no financial
means to pay their debts. Insolvency petition will be accepted Natural person non-
businessmen. To accept or reject the verdict of the insolvency case, different effects
can be applied. Insolvency sentence Has been delineated and is Lacking finishing the
validity of ideas. Prior to adoption The Law of Financial Sentences 1393, insolvency
rule 1313 Was used for our political circles as an original and mother documented
rule, and according to previous reasons, some parts of subject were described in
other rules regard to insolvency, such as omitted and abolished some parts which this
dispersion and some of ambiguities and silence of legislator with regard to the
manner of takin cognizances to the action of insolvency Had caused to increase of
financial prisoners. On the other hand, with refers to the Articles 277 and 652 of code
civil, first the obigor cannot deliver only a proportion the amount due to the obligee,
but a magistrate may grant a period of grace or arrange for payment by installments
if the debtor's financial situation calls for such action and then at the time of the
lender's claim for payment, the judge orders a delay or for payment by installments
on behalf of the debtor, according to the circumstances, therefore, generality and
compendium of mentioned articles as well as silence of legislator on the subject of
giving a respite and installment orders and effects cause to make a lot ambiguities in
law of Iran, so judicial precedent doesn’t have a relish to follow. The results of
present Research indicate that Former insolvency rules sometimes didn’t conform to
Juridical references and international obligations With to adoption The Law of
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Financial Sentences 1393, This law fixes some cases silence, ambiguity and former
regulations, changes and positive developments in terms of compliance with Juridical
standards have been and also giving a respite and installment differs insolvency
based and Nature pleading and effect rules, so judicial precedent should follow this
way which makes decision under the general rule of code civil, Article 277. Keywords:
insolvency, period of grace, debt installments, The Law of Financial Sentences.
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